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(57) ABSTRACT 

A hemostatic forceps (20) includes a pair of forceps elements 
(forceps cups (1)) constituted of a conductive metal and con 
figured to serve as high-frequency electrodes and configured 
to be able to change into a state where front portions of the 
pair of forceps cups (1) are open, and a state where the pair of 
forceps cups (1) are close. A sawtooth portion (15) having a 
plurality of concavo-convex structures which constitute a 
sawtooth-shape is provided on at least one of respective clos 
ing-side surfaces (17) of the pair of forceps cups (1). The 
sawtooth portion (15) is provided with an electrically insula 
tive coating over its bottom portion (21), but not on a top 
portion (22) thereof, and hence the top portion (22) is con 
ductive. 
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ENDOSCOPIC HIGH-FREQUENCY 
HEMOSTATC FORCEPS 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0001. The present invention relates to an endoscopic high 
frequency hemostatic forceps applicable to hemostasis of a 
biological tissue. 

BACKGROUND ART 

0002 An endoscopic hemostatic forceps is utilized to 
apply a high-frequency current to a pair of high-frequency 
electrodes pinching a biological tissue therebetween to 
thereby coagulate the biological tissue by cauterization. In the 
case where the high-frequency electrodes contacting the bio 
logical tissue have a large area, it takes a long time before the 
contact portion is Sufficiently heated for attaining a hemo 
static effect. In this case, the biological tissue Suffers a deep 
burn therein over an extensive area thus suffering unneces 
sary tissue destruction, while the hemostatic effect, which is 
the object of the treatment, cannot be attained as desired. 
Accordingly, a forceps type high-frequency treatment instru 
ment has been proposed that includes a pair of forceps cups 
constituted of a conductive metal that serves as high-fre 
quency electrodes and configured to be able to change into a 
state where front portions of the pair of forceps cups are open, 
and a state where the pair of forceps cups are close, the 
forceps cups being provided with an electrically insulative 
coating over an entirety thereof, except for an outer periphery 
of the closing-side surface of the respective forceps where the 
conductive metal is exposed (see, for example, patent docu 
ment 1). 

RELATED DOCUMENT 

Patent Document 

0003 Patented Document 1 Japanese Laid-Open Patent 
Publication No. H11-19086 

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION 

0004 Employing the high-frequency treatment instru 
ment that includes the pair of forceps cups serving as high 
frequency electrodes according to the patented document 1 
allows the area of the high-frequency electrode brought into 
contact with the biological tissue to be substantially reduced, 
and the biological tissue pinched by the pair of forceps cups to 
be securely fixed therebetween. Accordingly, the high-fre 
quency cauterization can be performed as desired on a target 
part. However, in the forceps type high-frequency treatment 
instrument according to the patented document 1, the entire 
outer periphery of the closing-side Surface of the forceps 
cups, which contacts the biological tissue, constitutes an 
exposed metal Surface. Here, the temperature of a biological 
tissue increases in proportion to a square of the current den 
sity of the high-frequency current, and therefore the biologi 
cal tissue is not heated such that the hemostatic effect is 
instantaneously attained. This is because the high-frequency 
treatment instrument according to the patented document 1 is 
not intended for hemostasis but for collecting a tissue by 
resection from an organism. Accordingly, employing the for 
ceps type high-frequency treatment instrument according to 
the patented document 1 for a hemostatic treatment may 
cause a deep burn as schematically illustrated in FIG. 11, in 
the biological tissue contacted by an exposed metal portion 
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100a of a forceps cup 100 thereby incurring unnecessary 
tissue destruction, which may result in bleeding or perfora 
tion several days later. 
0005. The present invention has been accomplished in 
view of the foregoing problem, with an object to provide an 
endoscopic high-frequency hemostatic forceps that allows a 
hemostatic treatment by a high-frequency current to be safely 
and quickly performed without causing a deep burn in the 
biological tissue. 
0006. Accordingly, the present invention provides an 
endoscopic high-frequency hemostatic forceps including a 
pair of forceps elements constituted of a conductive metal So 
as to serve as a high-frequency electrode, and configured to be 
able to freely change into a state where front portions of the 
pair of forceps elements are open, or a state where the pair of 
forceps elements are close, comprising a Sawtooth portion 
having a plurality of concavo-convex structures which con 
stitute a sawtooth-shape formed on at least one of the respec 
tive opposing closing-side Surfaces of the pair of forceps 
elements, wherein a bottom portion of the sawtooth-shape of 
the sawtooth portion is provided with an electrically insula 
tive coating, and a top portion of the sawtooth-shape of the 
sawtooth portion is not provided with the electrically insula 
tive coating but conductive. 
0007. The top portion of the sawtooth-shape of the saw 
tooth portion may be formed in a planar shape, and the saw 
tooth portion may be provided with the electrically insulative 
coating except for the top portion. 
0008 Also, a front edgeportion of the closing-side surface 
may be formed without the sawtooth portion. The front edge 
portion of the closing-side Surface may be either conductive 
without the electrically insulative coating, or provided with 
the electrically insulative coating. 
0009. Alternatively, the sawtooth portion may be formed 
on the front edge portion of the closing-side Surface. 
0010. The pair of forceps elements may each include the 
sawtooth portion formed on the respective closing-side Sur 
faces, such that top portions of the respective Sawtooth por 
tions of the pair of forceps elements confront each other when 
the pair of forceps elements are closed. Alternatively, the pair 
of forceps elements may each include the sawtooth portion 
formed on the respective closing-side Surfaces, such that the 
respective sawtooth portions of the pair of forceps elements 
are engaged with each other when the pair of forceps elements 
are closed. 
0011 Further, the pair of forceps elements may each 
include an opening formed on the respective closing-side 
Surfaces, and an inner Surface of the opening may be conduc 
tive without the electrically insulative coating. 
0012. The pair of forceps elements may each include the 
sawtooth portion formed on the respective closing-side Sur 
faces, and the pair of forceps elements electrically connected 
to each other and serves as a monopolar high-frequency elec 
trode. With such a configuration, the hemostatic treatment 
can be as safely performed as in the case of employing a 
bipolar high-frequency electrode. 
0013 Thus, the endoscopic high-frequency hemostatic 
forceps according to the present invention includes the saw 
tooth portion having a plurality of concavo-convex structures 
which constitute a sawtooth-shape formed on the closing-side 
surface of the forceps element, and the bottom portion of the 
sawtooth-shape of the sawtooth portion is provided with the 
electrically insulative coating while the top portion of the 
sawtooth-shape of the sawtooth portion is made conductive. 
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Such a configuration allows a biological tissue brought into 
contact with the top portion to be instantaneously cauterized 
at a high temperature, thereby enabling a high-frequency 
hemostatic treatment to be safely and quickly performed 
without causing a deep burn in the biological tissue. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0014. The above and other objects, features and advan 
tages of the present invention will become more apparent 
through the following embodiments described referring to the 
accompanying drawings. 
0015 FIG. 1 is a perspective view showing a distal portion 
of an endoscopic high-frequency hemostatic forceps accord 
ing to a first embodiment of the present invention. 
0016 FIG. 2 is a drawing showing an overall configuration 
of the endoscopic high-frequency hemostatic forceps accord 
ing to the first embodiment of the present invention. 
0017 FIG. 3 is a lateral cross-sectional view of the distal 
portion of the endoscopic high-frequency hemostatic forceps 
according to the first embodiment of the present invention. 
0018 FIG. 4 is a front view of a closing-side surface of a 
forceps cup according to the first embodiment of the present 
invention. 
0019 FIG. 5 is a schematic drawing for explaining a 
hemostatic treatment process performed by the endoscopic 
high-frequency hemostatic forceps according to the first 
embodiment of the present invention. 
0020 FIG. 6 is a perspective view showing a distal portion 
of an endoscopic high-frequency hemostatic forceps accord 
ing to a second embodiment of the present invention. 
0021 FIG. 7 is a lateral cross-sectional view of a distal 
portion of an endoscopic high-frequency hemostatic forceps 
according to a third embodiment of the present invention. 
0022 FIG. 8 is a schematic drawing for explaining a 
hemostatic treatment process performed by the endoscopic 
high-frequency hemostatic forceps according to the third 
embodiment of the present invention. 
0023 FIG.9 is a perspective view showing a distal portion 
of an endoscopic high-frequency hemostatic forceps accord 
ing to a fourth embodiment of the present invention. 
0024 FIG. 10 is a perspective view showing a distal por 
tion of an endoscopic high-frequency hemostatic forceps 
according to a fifth embodiment of the present invention. 
0025 FIG. 11 is a schematic drawing for explaining a 
hemostatic treatment process performed by a conventional 
high-frequency treatment instrument. 

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS 

0026. Hereafter, embodiments of the present invention 
will be described in details referring to the drawings. 
0027 FIG. 1 is a perspective view showing a distal portion 
of an endoscopic high-frequency hemostatic forceps (hemo 
static forceps 20) according to a first embodiment of the 
present invention. 
0028 First, a general description of the hemostatic forceps 
20 according to this embodiment will be given. 
0029. The hemostatic forceps 20 includes a pair of forceps 
elements (forceps cups 1) constituted of a conductive metal so 
as to serve as a high-frequency electrode, and configured to be 
able to freely change into a state where front portions of the 
pair of forceps elements are open, and a state where the pair of 
forceps elements are close. 
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0030. A sawtooth portion 15 having a plurality of con 
cavo-convex structures which constitute a sawtooth-shape is 
provided on at least one of opposing closing-side Surfaces 17 
of the pair of forceps cups 1. A bottom portion 21 of the 
sawtooth-shape of the sawtooth portion 15 is provided with 
an electrically insulative coating, while atop portion 22 of the 
sawtooth-shape of the sawtooth portion 15 is not provided 
with the electrically insulative coating but conductive. 
0031. The hemostatic forceps 20 according to this 
embodiment will now be described in further details. 
0032 FIG. 2 is a drawing showing an overall configuration 
of the hemostatic forceps 20 according to this embodiment. 
The pair of forceps cups 1 serving as a high-frequency elec 
trode is provided at a distal portion of a flexible sheath 2. A 
conductive operating wire 4 is provided through the flexible 
sheath 2, and a slider 5 used to slide the operating wire 4 in a 
longitudinal direction is provided in a manipulating portion 3 
connected to a proximal portion (base portion). Upon con 
necting a high-frequency power Supply cable (not shown) to 
a monopolar connector 6 provided to the slider 5, a high 
frequency current can be supplied to the forceps cup 1 
through the operating wire 4. Thus, the hemostatic forceps 20 
according to this embodiment is what is known as a monopo 
lar high-frequency treatment instrument. 
0033 FIG. 3 is a lateral cross-sectional view of a distal 
portion of hemostatic forceps 20. As shown therein, the flex 
ible sheath 2 is formed of a close-wound coil 7 coated with an 
electrically insulative flexible tube 8. A support frame 9 
attached to the distal portion of the flexible sheath 2 is split by 
a slit 10 having an open front end, as most of the known 
endoscopic forceps. Drive arms 11 formed integrally with the 
respective forceps cups 1 so as to backwardly extend there 
from are loosely located in the slit 10, and a pivotal shaft 12 
provided across the slit 10 serves to pivotally support a front 
end portion of the drive arms 11. Accordingly, the pair of 
forceps cups 1 are able to freely change into a state where 
front portions of the pair of forceps cups 1 are open, or a state 
where the pair of forceps cups 1 are close like a crocodile 
mouth, about the pivotal shaft 12. 
0034. A known link mechanism 13 that converts a sliding 
motion of the operating wire 4 into a rotational motion of the 
drive arm 11 about the pivotal shaft 12 is provided in the slit 
10 of the support frame 9. A joint shaft 14 pivotally connects 
the drive arms 11 and the link mechanism 13. Thus, upon 
operating the slider 5 at the manipulating portion 3 So as to 
longitudinally slide the operating wire 4, the drive arms 11 are 
caused to rotate about the pivotal shaft 12 by the link mecha 
nism 13, so that the pair of forceps cups 1 opens and closes in 
a forward direction about the pivotal shaft 12. 
0035. The forceps cup 1 includes a closing-side surface 17 
on the side thereof opposing the mating forceps cup 1. When 
the pair of forceps cups 1 opens and closes, the respective 
closing-side Surfaces 17 come closer to and move away from 
each other. 
0036. In the hemostatic forceps 20 according to this 
embodiment, the closing-side Surface 17 includes afront edge 
portion 16, a sawtooth portion 15 and a planar portion 17a 
(FIG. 1). 
0037 FIG. 1 depicts the forceps cups 1 in an opened state. 
FIG. 3 depicts the forceps cups 1 in a closed state by solid 
lines, indicating the opened State by dash-dot-dot lines. 
0038 Although the forceps cup 1 is caused to rotate in a 
hinge form about the pivotal shaft 12 according to this 
embodiment, the present invention is not limited to such a 
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configuration. For example, the pair of forceps cups 1 may 
come closer to and move away from each other keeping the 
respective closing-side surfaces 17 parallel to each other. 
0039. The pair of forceps cups 1 serving as a high-fre 
quency electrode and the drive arm 11 integrally formed 
therewith are constituted of a conductive metal. The forceps 
cups 1 each have a cup shape having an opening 23 (FIG. 1) 
formed on the closing-side surface 17. The opening 23 
defines a recess formed generally in a central portion of the 
closing-side surface 17. 
0040. As shown in FIGS. 1 and 3, the openings 23 of the 
pair of forceps cups 1 are accurately aligned with each other 
when the forceps cups 1 are completely closed. A sawtooth 
portion 15 having a plurality (for example, 2 to 5) of concavo 
convex structures which constitute a sawtooth-shape is pro 
vided on the respective side edge portions 19 in an outer 
periphery 18 of the closing-side surface 17 of each forceps 
cup 1. 
0041. The sawtooth portion 15 is not provided on a front 
edge portion 16 of the closing-side surface 17. In the hemo 
static forceps 20 intended for hemostasis of an entire biologi 
cal tissue without resection a part thereof according to this 
embodiment, forming the front edge portion 16 in a planar 
shape without providing thereon the sawtooth portion 15 
prevents a base portion of the biological tissue from being 
Subjected to concentration of an excessive pressure, thereby 
preventing a perforation in the biological tissue. 
0042. As shown in FIG.3, the pair offorceps cups (forceps 
elements) 1 is each provided with the sawtooth portion 15 on 
the respective closing-side surface 17, in the hemostatic for 
ceps 20 according to this embodiment. When the pair of 
forceps cups 1 is closed, the top portions 22 of the Sawtooth 
portions 15 of each of the pair of forceps cups 1 confront each 
other. 

0043. When pair of forceps cups 1 is closed, the top por 
tion 22 of the sawtooth portion 15 of one of the forceps cups 
1 and that of the sawtooth portion 15 of the other forceps cup 
1 may be brought into contact with each other or remain 
spaced with a predetermined clearance therebetween. 
0044) The top portions 22 of the sawtooth portion 15 may 
project upward with respect to the closing-side Surface 17 as 
shown in FIG. 3, or be flush with the closing-side surface 17 
or be recessed downward with respect thereto. However, 
forming the top portions 22 of the sawtooth portion 15 so as 
to project upward with respect to the closing-side surface 17 
as in this embodiment keeps the opposing planar portions 17a 
from contacting each other when the forceps cups 1 are closed 
as shown in FIG.3. Accordingly, a part of the biological tissue 
can protrude through the gaps between the opposing planar 
portions 17a, which facilitates the pair of forceps cups 1 to be 
properly closed. 
0045. The forceps cup 1 according to this embodiment is 
provided with an electrically insulative coating such as a 
fluorine resin coating, over an entirety of the inner and outer 
surface, except for the outer periphery 18 of the closing-side 
surface 17. The drive arms 11 may be or may not be provided 
with the electrically insulative coating, however at least the 
inner circumferential surface of the shaft hole through which 
the joint shaft 14 is located constitutes an exposed metal 
Surface, so that a high-frequency current Supplied through the 
operating wire 4 is led to the forceps cup 1 through the joint 
shaft 14. The pair of drive arms 11 is monopolar high-fre 
quency electrodes electrically connected to each other. 
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0046. The sawtooth portion 15 includes a plurality of pro 
jections formed with a spacing between each other. The shape 
of the projection is not specifically limited, and for example 
the top portion 22 of the sawtooth-shape of the sawtooth 
portion 15 includes a planar surface in the forceps cup 1 
according to this embodiment. Between the top portions 22 a 
V-shaped bottom portion 21 is provided. A lateral portion 24 
between the top portions 22 and the bottom portion 21 con 
stitutes a sloped surface. 
0047. The sawtooth portion 15 is provided with the elec 
trically insulative coating except for the top portions 22. Here, 
the “planar surface' of the top portion 22 of the sawtooth 
portion 15 refers to the case where the top portion 22 includes 
a slightly sloped portion of a milder inclination angle than the 
lateral portion 24, a recessed portion, or a protruding portion, 
in addition to the case where the top portion 22 is a flat plane 
parallel to the planar portion 17a of the closing-side surface 
17. 
0048. In this embodiment, the sawtooth portions 15 of the 
pair of forceps cups 1 each include an exposed metal Surface 
15a where the conductive metal is exposed, only in the top 
portions 22 of each projecting shape. Accordingly, the top 
portions 22 are conductive. 
0049. In other words, the sawtooth portion 15 is provided 
with the electrically insulative coating except for the top 
portions 22, i.e., on the bottom portions 21 and the lateral 
portions 24. 
0050. In the forceps cup 1 according to this embodiment, 
the front edge portion 16 of the closing-side surface 17 is not 
provided with the electrically insulative coating, and is hence 
conductive. 
0051 More specifically, the conductive metal is exposed 
in the front edge portion 16. In FIG. 1, hatched portions 
indicate the exposed metal surface 15a of the sawtooth por 
tion 15 and the exposed metal surface 16a of the front edge 
portion 16, which are conductive. 
0.052 Here, the exposed metal surface 15a and the 
exposed metal surface 16a may be plated with a metal differ 
ent from the conductive metal constituting the forceps cup 1. 
thus to be made conductive. 
0053. In the case where a biological tissue is pinched by 
the hemostatic forceps 20 according to this embodiment, in 
which the forceps cups 1 rotate in a hinge form, the front edge 
portion 16 applies a heavy pressure to the biological tissue. 
Accordingly, forming the front edge portion 16 in a planar 
shape without the sawtooth portion 15 as in this embodiment 
can prevent the biological tissue from Suffering a perforation, 
thus enabling the part for hemostasis to be safely protected. 
0054 Likewise, forming the top portion 22 of the saw 
tooth-shape of the sawtooth portion 15 in a planar shape 
prevents the part for hemostasis pinched by the forceps cups 
1 from Suffering a perforation. 
0055 FIG. 4 illustrates a single piece of the forceps cup 1 
viewed in a direction perpendicular to the closing-side Sur 
face 17. In the forceps cup 1 according to this embodiment, 
the top portions 22 of the sawtooth portion 15 form a strip 
shape extending in a widthwise direction of the forceps cup 1 
(vertical direction in FIG. 4), and the adjacent top portions 22 
are parallel to each other. For clearer understanding, the top 
portions 22 of the sawtooth portion 15 and the front edge 
portion 16 are hatched in FIG. 4. 
0056. Forming the exposed metal surface of the front edge 
portion 16 in a large size leads to degraded hemostatic effect, 
in which case the front edge portion 16 of the closing-side 
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surface 17 may be provided with the electrically insulative 
coating. The electrically insulative coating may be provided 
in a part or whole of the front edge portion 16. Since an 
optimum hemostatic effect can be attained by forming the 
exposed metal Surface in an appropriate size, the size of the 
exposed surface of the front edge portion 16 may be adjusted 
as desired. 

0057. In the hemostatic forceps 20 according to this 
embodiment, the pair of forceps cups (forceps elements) 1 
each includes the sawtooth portion 15 formed on the respec 
tive closing-side surfaces 17. The pair of forceps cups 1 is 
monopolar high-frequency electrodes electrically connected 
to each other. 

0058 When a biological tissue is pinched between the pair 
of forceps cups 1 of the hemostatic forceps 20 thus config 
ured, the exposed metal surface 15a to be brought into contact 
with the biological tissue is limited to the top portions 22 of 
the sawtooth portions 15 which have a quite small area, with 
respect to the side edge portion 19 of the closing-side surface 
17 of the forceps cup 1. 
0059 FIG. 5 schematically illustrates the sawtooth por 
tion 15 of the forceps cup 1 and the biological tissue thereby 
pinched. 
0060. As shown therein, upon Supplying a high-frequency 
current to the pair of forceps cups 1 pinching the biological 
tissue therebetween, a portion of the biological tissue in con 
tact with the exposed metal surface 15a is quickly heated and 
coagulated by cauterization, and thus the hemostatic effect 
can be rapidly attained. Therefore, the biological tissue can be 
exempted from tissue destruction due to a deep burn. In 
addition, when the coagulated region of the biological tissue 
spreads to a portion thereof located in the gaps between the 
lateral portions 24 of the sawtooth portion 15, the adjacent 
coagulated regions overlap thereby improving the hemostatic 
efficiency, which allows the hemostatic treatment to be com 
pleted in an extremely short time and with a low current value. 
0061 FIG. 6 shows a distal portion of the hemostatic for 
ceps 20 according to a second embodiment of the present 
invention. In this embodiment, the sawtooth portion 15 are 
provided on the front edge portion 16 of the outer periphery 
18 of the respective closing-side surfaces 17 of the pair of 
forceps cups 1, in addition to the side edge portions 19. 
0062 Each of the sawtoothportion 15 is provided with the 
electrically insulative coating over its entirety except for the 
respective top portions 22, and hence the exposed metal Sur 
face 15a where the conductive metal is exposed is formed 
only in the top portions 22 of the sawtooth portion 15. The 
configuration of the remaining portion is the same as that of 
the first embodiment. Forming thus the sawtooth portion 15 
on the front edge portion 16 and the respective side edge 
portions 19 of the closing-side surface 17 of the forceps cup 1 
leaving only the top portions 22 as the exposed metal Surface 
15a enables the hemostatic treatment to be performed even 
more quickly. 
0063 FIG. 7 shows a distal portion of the hemostatic for 
ceps 20 according to a third embodiment of the present inven 
tion. In this embodiment, the pair of forceps cups (forceps 
elements) 1 each includes the sawtooth portion 15 on the 
closing-side Surface 17, and the respective sawtooth portions 
15 of each of the pair of forceps cups 1 are engaged with each 
other when the forceps cups 1 are closed. In other words, the 
hemostatic forceps 20 according to this embodiment is dif 
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ferent from the first embodiment (see FIG. 3) in that the 
sawtoothportions 15 of the upper and lower forceps cup 1 are 
alternately located. 
0064. As in the first embodiment, the sawtooth portion 15 

is not provided on the front edgeportion 16 of the closing-side 
surface 17 of the pair of forceps cups 1, and the front edge 
portion 16 is provided with the electrically insulative coating. 
Accordingly, the conductive metal constituting the forceps 
cup 1 is exposed only in the top portions 22 of the Sawtooth 
portion 15 formed on the side edge portions 19 (see FIG. 6). 
The configuration of the remaining portion is the same as that 
of the first embodiment. 

0065. Upon supplying a high-frequency current to the pair 
of forceps cups 1 thus configured according to the third 
embodiment, with a biological tissue pinched therebetween, 
the hemostatic treatment can be completed in a still shorter 
time and with a still lower output than in the first embodiment, 
as schematically illustrated in FIG.8. This is not only because 
the exposed metal surface 15a is provided only on the top 
portions 22 of the sawtooth portions 15 and hence has a quite 
small area, but because the exposed metal surfaces 15a of the 
pair of forceps cups 1 are alternately located and therefore the 
pitch between the exposed metal surfaces 15a is narrower. 
Further, since the front edge portion 16 is provided with the 
electrically insulative coating, a portion of the biological 
tissue in contact with the front edge portion 16 is kept from 
being cauterized and coagulated, and a muscular layer can be 
exempted from being burnt and Suffering a perforation. Here, 
as a variation of the third embodiment, the sawtooth portion 
15 may also be provided on the respective front edge portions 
16 of the pair of forceps cups 1, with the exposed metal 
surface 15a formed in the top portions 22 of the sawtooth 
portion 15, as in the second embodiment (see FIG. 6). 
0.066 FIG. 9 shows a distal portion of the hemostatic for 
ceps 20 according to a fourth embodiment of the present 
invention. In this embodiment, a pair of forceps elements 
(high-frequency electrodes) 25 of a block shape is provided 
instead of the hollow forceps caps 1 according to the first to 
the third embodiments. The top portions 22 according to this 
embodiment is formed in a strip shape continuously extend 
ing from one end to the other of the forceps element 25 in a 
widthwise direction thereof. 

0067. The forceps element 25 includes the sawtooth por 
tion 15 on the closing-side surface 17, and only the top por 
tions 22 of the sawtooth portion 15 constitutes the exposed 
metal surface 15a. A sawtooth portion having a plurality of 
strip-shaped concavo-convex structures which constitute a 
sawtooth-shape is provided on the forceps element 25. The 
plurality of Strip-shaped concavo-convex structures are 
aligned in a front-to-back direction of the hemostatic forceps 
20 from a distal portion toward a proximal portion thereof. 
Also, the closing-side Surface 17 includes a region where the 
sawtooth portion 15 is not provided, in a part of the proximal 
region of the forceps element 25. 
0068. In the forceps element 25 according to this embodi 
ment also, the conductive top portion 22 is provided on afront 
edge portion thereof. 
0069. Such a configuration also allows a hemostatic treat 
ment for an extensive slightly bleeding part to be performed 
without causing a deep burn in the biological tissue, thereby 
attaining a desired hemostatic effect. In particular, the hemo 
static forceps 20 according to this embodiment can retain a 
biological tissue in a sheet form by the plurality of strip 
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shaped top portions 22, so as to perform the hemostatic treat 
ment of a relatively large bleeding part. 
0070 FIG. 10 is a perspective view showing a distal por 
tion of the hemostatic forceps 20 according to a fifth embodi 
ment of the present invention. 
0071. In the hemostatic forceps 20 according to this 
embodiment, the pair of forceps cups (forceps elements) 1 
each includes the opening 23 on the respective closing-side 
surface 17, as in the first embodiment. However, a difference 
from the first embodiment lies in that the inner surface of the 
opening 23 is not provided with the electrically insulative 
coating, and is hence conductive. 
0072. In this embodiment, the conductive metal constitut 
ing the forceps cup 1 is exposed in the top portions 22 (ex 
posed metal surfaces 15a) of the sawtooth portion 15, the 
exposed metal surface 16a of the front edge portion 16, and in 
the inner Surface of the opening 23. Such a configuration 
allows a high-frequency current to be supplied also to a por 
tion of the biological tissue in contact with the inner surface of 
the opening 23. Therefore, the configuration according to this 
embodimentallows the high-frequency current to be supplied 
to an entirety of the biological tissue, while limiting the power 
supply area to the top portions 22 of the sawtoothportions 15. 
Consequently, an excellent hemostatic effect can be attained 
without causing a deep burn in the biological tissue. 
0073. The configuration according to this embodiment 
allows the power supply area to be limited to the top portions 
22 in the sawtoothportions 15, and yet allows the current to be 
supplied to the entirety of the biological tissue through the 
inner surface of the opening 23. Therefore, an excellent 
hemostatic effect can be attained without causing a deep burn 
in the biological tissue. Employing the hemostatic forceps 20 
thus configured according to this embodiment for a projecting 
biological tissue such as a polyp bleeding from an entire 
portion thereof from its proximal portion to its distal portion 
provides the following advantages. According to this embodi 
ment, the proximal portion of the biological tissue can be 
quickly subjected to the hemostatic treatment with the top 
portions 22 of the sawtoothportions 15 and the exposed metal 
surface 16a of the front edge portion 16 so that blood supply 
to the biological tissue is blocked, and the cup-shaped inner 
Surface of the opening 23 can coagulate the entire distal 
portion of the biological tissue by cauterization. Thus, the 
hemostatic treatment can be safely and quickly performed for 
an entirety of a projecting biological tissue without causing a 
deep burn in the biological tissue. 
0074. In other words, making the inner surface of the 
opening 23 of the forceps cup 1 conductive allows the high 
frequency current to be Supplied to an entirety of the biologi 
cal tissue through the inner Surface of the opening 23, while 
limiting the power Supply area to the top portions 22 of the 
sawtooth portions 15. Thus the configuration according to 
this embodiment enables an excellent hemostatic effect to be 
attained without causing a deep burn in the biological tissue. 
0075. As stated above, the conductive metal is exposed 
over the entire inner surface of the opening 23 in the hemo 
static forceps 20 according to this embodiment. Alternatively, 
however, the conductive metal may be partially exposed in the 
inner surface of the opening 23, to adjust the hemostatic effect 
with respect to the biological tissue. 
0076 Although the pair of forceps cups 1 are electrically 
connected to each other and serves as monopolar electrodes in 
the foregoing embodiments of the present invention, the 
present invention may be applied to a bipolar high-frequency 
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hemostatic forceps in which the pair of forceps cups 1 is 
electrically insulated from each other and an anode and a 
cathode of the high-frequency power source are indepen 
dently connected. 
0077. In addition, the same material or different materials 
may be employed for the electrically insulative coating to be 
provided on the outer surface of the forceps cup 1, the planar 
portion 17a of the closing-side surface 17, and the lateral 
portion 24 of the sawtooth portion 15. 
0078. This application claims priority based on Japanese 
Patent Application No. 2009-116.192 filed on May 13, 2009, 
the entire content of which is incorporated hereinto. 

1. An endoscopic high-frequency hemostatic forceps 
including a pair of forceps elements constituted of a conduc 
tive metal so as to serve as a high-frequency electrode, and 
configured to be able to freely change into a state where front 
portions of the pair of forceps elements are open, or a state 
where the pair of forceps elements are close, the hemostatic 
forceps comprising: 

a sawtooth portion having a plurality of concavo-convex 
structures which constitute a sawtooth-shape formed on 
at least one of the respective opposing closing-side Sur 
faces of the pair of forceps elements, 

wherein a bottom portion of the sawtooth-shape of the 
sawtooth portion is provided with an electrically insula 
tive coating, and a top portion of the Sawtooth-shape of 
the sawtoothportion is not provided with the electrically 
insulative coating but conductive. 

2. The endoscopic high-frequency hemostatic forceps 
according to claim 1, 

wherein the top portion of the sawtooth-shape of the saw 
tooth portion is formed in a planar shape, and the saw 
tooth portion is provided with the electrically insulative 
coating except for the top portion. 

3. The endoscopic high-frequency hemostatic forceps 
according to claim 1, 

wherein the sawtooth portion is not provided on a front 
edge portion of the closing-side surface. 

4. The endoscopic high-frequency hemostatic forceps 
according to claim 3, 

wherein the front edgeportion of the closing-side Surface is 
not provided with the electrically insulative coating and 
is conductive. 

5. The endoscopic high-frequency hemostatic forceps 
according to claim 3, 

wherein the front edgeportion of the closing-side Surface is 
provided with the electrically insulative coating. 

6. The endoscopic high-frequency hemostatic forceps 
according to claim 1, 

wherein the sawtooth portion is formed on the front edge 
portion of the closing-side surface. 

7. The endoscopic high-frequency hemostatic forceps 
according to claim 1, 

wherein the pair of forceps elements each includes the 
sawtooth portion formed on the respective closing-side 
Surfaces, such that top portions of the respective saw 
tooth portions of the pair of forceps elements confront 
each other when the pair of forceps elements are closed. 

8. The endoscopic high-frequency hemostatic forceps 
according to claim 1, 

wherein the pair of forceps elements each includes the 
sawtooth portion formed on the respective closing-side 
Surfaces, such that the respective sawtooth portions of 
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the pair of forceps elements are engaged with each other 
when the pair of forceps elements are closed. 

9. The endoscopic high-frequency hemostatic forceps 
according to claim 1, 

wherein the pair of forceps elements each includes an 
opening formed on the respective closing-side Surfaces, 
and an inner Surface of the opening is not provided with 
the electrically insulative coating, and is conductive. 
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10. The endoscopic high-frequency hemostatic forceps 
according to claim 1, 

wherein the pair of forceps elements each includes the 
sawtooth portion formed on the respective closing-side 
Surfaces, and the pair of forceps elements electrically 
connected to each other and serves as a monopolar high 
frequency electrode. 

c c c c c 


